Basic Mendelian Genetics & Color Genetics
Basic Definitions
Mendel demonstrated with corn that genes could be predictably combined.
For horses, there are 32 pairs of chromosomes which hold 2.7 billion DNA base pairs. This
is the equine genome. A group of DNA base pairs make a gene which carry the code for the
protein and thus the trait.
Genotype refers to the genes present and the phenotype refers to how it is observed.
Rn/Rn and Rn/N is the genotype and either of those will produce the roan color which is the
phenotype. Genes can be dominant or recessive. Rn is dominant and a single Rn gene will produce
the roan color. For homozygous Herda a genotype of Hrd/Hrd would have a phenotype of nonhealing skin wounds. Since Hrd is a recessive gene then a single gene will not cause the disease
state.
Each parent passes on one gene of its pair, 50%, to their offspring. So each offspring has
a 25% average chance of having the same pair of that gene as it’s full sibling. Each gene has this
25% chance to be the same. With so many genes in the whole genome, some diversity is still
present even amongst full siblings. These are averages so a foal might not obtain exactly 25% of
its grandmother’s DNA since this is a random process; ie, 50% of the Granddam DNA is in the dam
but so is 50% of the Grandsire and which of those genes are passed to the foal is random.
Equine Color Genetics
With breeding color patterns, we can combine equine color genetics in a way to help gain
color. Of course, we all likely would rather have a healthy champion horse of any color than to
have a losing horse or one prone to disease and injuries. But if I can have both then I prefer the
blue roan color, but also black, bay or any roan color horse. Someone told me nobody wants to
breed to a bay stallion, despite high LTE. Bay or black with a blue roan cross significantly increases
the chances for a blue roan foal which many people want. Also, we can breed for two roan genes
so to increase the percentage of subsequent roan color.
The Animal Genetics lab or the UC Davis VGL lab are available to submit your equine hair
sample for color genetics testing. Then use the available Animal Genetics Color Genetics
Calculator on its website to see what the possible color outcomes will be. Good luck finding color
genetics online for horses you don’t own. It is a rarity for horse owner to have and/or publicize
the genetic data. Even if you know your mare’s color genetics you are missing 50% of the equation
without the stallions results. The following website allows for calculating color.
https://www.animalgenetics.us/Equine/CCalculator3.asp
Neidhart Cutting Horses, Inc Example of Equine Color Genetics in breeding
The following screen shots are for the planned breeding between my Armani Blue Blue
roan 2016 stallion and our bay mare Blueberry Patches. The color genetics for each horse is
provided below and then a screen shot of the Animal Genetics Color Calculator results for the
planned foal.

AQHA Genetic Disease Five Panel Test
We will just consider one of the five AQHA five panel gene to calculate the risk for a foal
to inherit the diseased gene. Hereditary Equine Regional Dermal Asthenia (HERDA) is also called
Hyperelastosis Cutis. Breeding two Herda carrier horses together could results with two Herda
genes in the foal which would be a homozygous state and the disease would be expressed. The
disease state causes severe skin lesions due to the separation of skin layers from genetic collagen
defects. A single gene is a heterozygous state and since Herda is a recessive gene it will not be
expressed with the disease state. Whether a single gene improves elasticity in cutting
performance is not known.
If a sire with a single Herda gene is bred with a Dam without a Herda gene, or vice versus,
then there is a 50% chance of the foal inheriting the Herda gene. If both the sire and the Dam
carry the Herda gene then is it at 75% risk for the foal carrying the Herda gene, ie. 50% chance of
single gene (heterozygous), 25% chance of two genes (homozygous) and 25% chance of not
carrying the gene.
Neidhart Cutting Horses, Inc Example of Equine Genetic Disease Five Panel Test
Again, my example of our planned breeding between Armani Blue and Blueberry
Patches. The foal will have a 50% chance of inheriting a single Herda gene.

Neidhart Cutting Horses, Inc Hypothetical Foal: Armani Blue X Blueberry Patches
This foal will have up to 37.5% Royal Blue Boon genes by three different RBB offspring
improving diversity yet trying to keep RBB genetic with breeding – Autumn Boon,
Peptoboonsmal, Patches of Blue . The phenotype is very important towards the ability of this foal
to perform ranch work and to be a champion, ie conformation, athleticism, brains, heart. We give
each of our foals the proper nutrition in utero and beyond along with a healthy and spacious
playground and human interaction to grow and mature into champions.
We have more Royal Blue Boon offspring than anyone else in the world. If you are
interested in buying Royal Blue Boon pedigree please check our Horses For Sale page.

